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1. IN~~D~CTI~N 
The present paper is an addition to the growing literature on the almost 
periodic Schrbdinger operator H defined by 
and its discrete analogue H, given by 
(H,u)~=u,,,+u, ,+h(j)u;=Eu,. 
The term “almost periodic” refers to the potential q(t) resp. u(j): it is a 
Bohr almost periodic function of its argument t resp. j. The quality I 
occurring in the definition of H, is a parameter; it is frequently the case 
that H, exhibits different spectral properties depending on whether A is 
small or large. 
We will be concerned with the “Cantor spectrum problem” for the 
operators H, H,; we will prove the following result. Let q(t) be quasi- 
periodic with k > 2 frequencies. This means that there is a continuous real- 
valued function Q on the k-torus Tk and a vector y = (y,, . . . . yk) E Rk of 
rationally independent frequencies such that, for some II/ = (til, . . . . I,$~) E Tk: 
4(t) = Q($I + I’1 t, ..., +k + Ykt) = Q($ + P). 
Let 0 Q 6 < 1, and let C”( Tk) be the corresponding Holder space. We will 
show that there is a residual subset (i.e., a countable intersection of open 
dense sets) Fc Rk of frequency vectors such that, if y E F, then there is a 
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corresponding residual subset V.,, c C”( rk) with the following property. If 
Q E G’,, then the operator 
d= 
H= -z+Q(@+li’t) 
has Cantor spectrum for each $ E T”; i.e., the spectrum of H regarded as 
a self-adjoint operator on L*(R) is a closed nowhere dense subset of the 
real line. The analogous statement holds also for the discrete operator H,, 
for each k3 1. 
Let us attempt to put this result in perspective by reviewing some recent 
literature on spectral properties of almost periodic Schriidinger operators. 
As we will see, apart from the question of the Cantor nature of the spec- 
trum. the structure of the generalized eigenfunctions of H resp. H,, has also 
been studied (and is of great physical interest ). 
We begin with the well-known paper of Dinaburg and Sinai [‘?I. They 
showed that, if Q is smooth and y satisfies a diophantine condition, then 
for large E,, the interval (E,, CG) contains a Cantor set of large measure 
consisting of absolutely continuous spectrum for El. Later Moser [17] 
studied limit-periodic potentials q, i.e., those which can be expressed as a 
uniform limit of periodic functions. He showed that, for generic limit- 
periodic q, the operator H has Cantor spectrum. Moser’s techniques will be 
heavily used in the present paper. In 1982, Bellissard and Simon [2] con- 
sidered the “almost-Mathieu operator” (i.e., Hd with C:(,i) = cos 2n(8 + js’), 
0 d 8 d l), and showed that for a residual set {y’, of frequencies, the 
operator H, has Cantor Spectrum on L=(Z). Our techniques bear some 
similarity to those of Bellissard and Simon. 
Quite recently Sinai [19] and Frijhlich et al. [9] studied the operator 
Hd with smooth potential in the one-frequency case (thus u(j) = I’(0 +j~j)) 
where I’ is a smooth function defined on the circle (0 d 0 6 1). They obtain 
conditions under which the spectrum is pure-point. Precisely, this means 
that the eigenfunctions of H,= Hd(6) span L’(R) for Lebesgue a.a. 
0~ [0, I]. Sinai further obtains conditions under which the spectrum is 
also a Cantor set. It is interesting to note that the potentials I/ considered 
in these papers form a C’-open subset of a certain (large) class of smooth 
potentials. In [9], the continuous operator H was also studied, with 
q(t) = -k’[cos 2rct + cos 27c(yt + O)]. If 7 is diophantine and k is large, one 
obtains an interval (namely [ -2k’. -2k’ + lOh- ,I-]) wherein the 
spectrum of H is a pure-point, for a.a. B E [O, 11. See also [20]. 
More recently still, Chulaevsky and Sinai [4] have considered H, in the 
multifrequency case, i.e., when the function V is defined on a torus of 
dimension > 2. If V is smooth and “Morse like,” and if the rotation vector 
‘/ satisfies appropriate diophantine conditions, then they show that H, has 
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pure-point spectrum and, moreover, that the spectrum consists of a single 
band with no gaps. This last property is due to a very interesting “overlap” 
phenomenon. 
Finally, several papers have considered the operator H, with discon- 
tinuous potential of the form 
where x, is the characteristic function of a specially chosen interval 
Ic [O, 11. Kohmoto and Oono [ 151 considered such a potential when 
y=(,,/-1)/2is th e golden mean, and gave indications that the spectrum 
has measure zero with no pure-point component when A= 2. This type of 
example was studied further by Kim and Ostlund [ 141, Delyon and 
Petritis [6], Casdagli [3], Kotani [ 161, Site [21], and by Bellissard et al. 
[ 11. This last paper shows that, if I= [ 1 - 7, 11, if I # 0, and if A $ Q, then 
the spectrum has measure zero and is singular continuous. The singular- 
continuous nature of the spectrum seems quite remarkable, and one 
wonders how wide a class of non-smooth potentials have this property. 
We close this introduction by formulating a conjecture based on the 
results just discussed. Namely, let 6 E [0, l), and let JJ = (y,, . . . . ~1~) be a 
rationally independent vector; then the set of potentials Q E C”( Tk) for 
which the operator H has Cantor spectrum is residual, if k > 2. We do not 
formulate any conjecture concerning genericity of dense point spectrum. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin by restating our main result. Let 0 d 6 < 1 be a real number 
and let C”( rk) be the corresponding Holder space of real-valued functions 
on the torus T” = Rk/Zk, so that 0 d tii < 1 (1 < i 6 k). 
2.1. THEOREM. There is a residual subset Fc R” such that, if 
1’ = (Y I, .*., ]‘k) E F, then the following statement holds. There is a residual 
subset V= V(y) c C’( Tk) such that, if Q E V and II/ = (Ic/,, . . . . $k) E Tk, then 
the operator 
H=H,= --$+Q($+yt) 
has Cantor spectrum. 
We conjecture that Theorem 2.1 is true for etler,: rationally independent 
rotation vector y E Rk. 
In what follows we will assume that k 2 3, since it is there that the essen- 
tial difficulties lie. The major part of the proof of 2.1 is not necessary if 
k = 2. 
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We prove 2.1 using techniques of the theory of linear differential systems, 
especially results concerning exponential dichotomy [S, 181 and the rota- 
tion number [ 12, lo]. Let us begin by recalling the definition of exponen- 




0 1 cp = 
cp' -E+Q($+yt) 0 >( > cp’ ’ 
(I), 
2.2. DEFINITION. Equations (1 )a are said to have an exponential 
dichotonzy if there are constants K> 0, CJ > 0 and a continuous family 
P= P(G): [wz -+ lR2 of linear projections such that the following estimates 
hold for all II/ E T”: 
IIMti(f)P(tj)MS(~)p’II <Ke-““-” (t>s) 
(2) 
IIMti(t)(Z- P($))M,(s)~‘II <Ke”“+“’ (t<s). 
Here M, is the matrix solution of (l)$ satisfying M, (0) = I= (A y). 
Note that, if Eqs. (l), have an ED, then necessarily 
Dim(Range P(Il/)) = 1 because Det M,(t) = 1. 
If the vector y = (y , , . . . . yk) is independent over the rational field Q, then 
one can show that, if the estimates (2) hold for one Il/,, E Tk, with constants 
K, CJ, then they hold for all $ E T” with the same K, G. This statement is 
no longer true if 7 is dependent over 0. However, the following assertion 
is easily proved: if for each $ E Tk an estimate (2) holds with constants 
K(I+) and a($), then there are constants K, 0 which are independent of $ 
for which estimates (2) hold, for all $ E Tk. 
The basic relation between the concept of ED and the spectrum of the 
operators H, is given in the following proposition. 
2.3. PROPOSITION [ 111. A nunzber E E @ is in the resolvent of the self- 
adjoint operator H, on L’(R) if and onlJv if Eq. (l)$ has an exponential 
dichotonjJ*; i.e., if and only if there are constants K($) > 0, o($) > 0 for 
which estimates (2) hold. 
It follows immediately from 2.3 that, if y is independent over Q, then the 
spectrum of H, does not depend on $. This elementary fact can of course 
be proved in several other ways. 
We can now state the result which we will spend the rest of the paper 
proving, and from which Theorem 2.1 follows. The statement refers to 
Eqs. (1 )11, in the special case when E = 0. Since this will be done many other 
times in the paper, it is convenient to restate Eqs. (l)+ when E = 0: 
(3), 
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2.4. THEOREM. Let A = Rk x C6( Tk) where 0 < 6 < 1. There is an open 
dense subset W c A such that, if (y, Q) E W, then Eqs. (3), have an exponen- 
tial dichotomy for all $ E Tk. 
Thus if (y, Q) E W, then estimates (2) hold for all II/ E Tk, with constants 
K, 0 which do not depend on tj. 
Let us prove that Theorem 2.4 implies Theorem 2.1. We will use a 
corollary of a result of Sacker and Sell [18]; this same corollary will also 
be used to prove that W is open. We state the corollary separately, as the 
following proposition. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let y,, -+ y in Rk, and let IQ,,} be a sequence of con- 
tinuous.functions on T” which converges untformly to a (continuous) function 
Q. If Eqs. (3)$ have an exponential dichotomy bvith potential Q and 
frequencjs vector y, then they also have an exponential dichotony with 
potential Q,, and frequency vector Y,~ for all large n. 
Let {Ei) be a countable dense subset of R. Let {Q,} be a countable 
dense subset of C6( T”), and let B,,,i be the ball of radius l/n centered at 
Q, (n = 1, 2, . ..). Let S,,i,j be the set of vectors y E Rk such that, for E = Ej 
and each Q E B,,,j, at least one equation (1 )$ does not have ED. By 2.5, 
S ,,.,, j is closed. By 2.4, S ,,.,. j is nowhere dense. The set F= Rk\u,.,,j (S,,i,i)- 
satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.1. This proves that Theorem 2.4 implies 
Theorem 2.1. 
3. MORE PRELIMINARIES 
We introduce the rotation number of Eq. (1 )li,. Let 
O(t) = Arg 
where cp( t) is a non-zero solution of H,,,cp = Eq and the argument is deter- 
mined in a continuous way. Define 
One can show that the limit exists and is independent of the initial value 
0(O) [12]. As written, c( is a function of E, tj, 7, and Q. If 1’ is rationally 
independent, then in fact c( is independent of $ [12]. Moreover ct has 
strong continuity properties which we summarize here. See [12, lo]. 
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3.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose that Q,, -+ Q uniformly on Tk. Let y,, + 1 
where the components (yl, . . . . yk) of y are independent over Q and the y,,‘s are 
arbitrary vectors in [Wk. Then 
46 $9 ‘r’,,, Q,r, -+ ~(6 7, Q) 
and the convergence is uniform in (E, I+!J) E Jx T” for every compact subset 
JCR. 
The rotation number determines the spectrum of H, in the following 
sense [ 121: 
3.2. PROPOSITION. For each $ E Tk, y E Rk, and Q E C”( Tk), a real 
number E, is in the spectrum of H, if and only if it is a point of increase of 
the (monotone non-decreasing) function E + a( E; $, 11, Q). 
Next we review some facts concerning the rotation number for periodic 
continuous potentials q(t). Let C[O, T] denote the set of continuous, 
T-periodic functions with the usual uniform norm. The formula (4) defines 
a functional a(E, q) of E E IF! and q E C[O, T] with values in [w which is 
easily seen to be continuous. Fix qE C[O, T], and suppose that E is in the 
interior of a stability interval (spectral band) of the operator 
H= -d’/dt* + q(t). Then [ 171 c( is smooth as a function of its second 
argument in some neighborhood of q, and its derivative can be computed, 
k,(4) = j-'K,(Ms) ds, 
0 
where K,(s)>0 is a positive kernel. In fact, it is shown in [17] that 
K,(s) = (1/2T)Iiv(s)l’ where iv(s) is the solution of Hw = Ew which satisfies 
u(f + T) = pbv( t) for p E R together with the normalization uG’ - WK,’ = 2i. 
The positivity of K,(s) will be of fundamental importance in the sequel. 
We will need another formula, not dissimilar to (5). Before deriving 
it, we make the following simple observation. Let F: CEO, T] + R be a 
functional which is Frtchet differentiable at qE C[O, T]. Suppose that 
DF,(9) = j-‘K(s)$s) 4 
0 
where KE L’[O, T], and suppose that F is order-preserving in the sense 
that, if q,(t) > q?(t) for each t E [0, T], then F(q,) > F(q,). Then K(s) >,O 
a.e. This assertion is a simple consequence of the formula 
DF&G) = lim F(q+ei)-F(q). 
E-r0 E 
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in fact, DF,(d) is non-negative for each non-negative 4 E C[O, r]; hence 
K(s) 2 0 a.e. 
Now consider the functional F defined as follows. Let e = (y) E Iw2, and 
let 19(t) be a continuous determination of the argument of that solution of 
which satisfies ~(0) = 0, q’(O) = 1, i.e., which has initial vector e. Let 
F(q) = + [0(T) - t?(O)]. Then it is elementary to check that, if q, > q2, then 
F(q,) B F(q,): in fact this follows quickly from the differential equation 
Observe now that 
8’ = q(r) ~0s’ 0 - sin’ 8. (6) 
F(q) = /‘P(s) ds = IO’ [q(s) cos’ 13(s) - sin’ e(s)] ds, 
0 
and it follows that DF, exists and is defined by the kernel 
K(s) = cos’ e(s) - [q(s) + l] sin 28(s) B (s), 
dq 
where (c%/aq)(s) is the solution of the differential equation 
u’ + [q(s) sin 20(s) + sin 20(s)] u = ~0s’ 0(s) 
u(O)=O. 
Here of course O(s) is the solution of (6) with initial condition 0(O) = 742. 
The point we wish to emphasize is that, because of our general remark, 
K(s) is non-negative for 0 d s < T. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4: FIRST STEP 
Recall the statement we wish to prove: there is an open dense subset 
WC A = lRk x Cd( T“) such that, if (y, Q) E W, then the equations 
(3)IL 
have an ED (for all $ E Tk). 
The openness of W is a consequence of the Sacker and Sell result stated 
in Proposition 2.5. So we turn our attention to proving that W is dense. 
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Assume for contradiction that there is an open set Ix U c A such that, 
if (7, Q) E Ix U, then it is not the case that all Eqs. (3)+ have an ED. If 1’ 
is rationally independent, this is equivalent to saying that no Eq. (3)+ has 
an ED. But if 1’ is dependent over Q, then we are assuming that at least one 
Eq. (3), fails to have an ED. 
In this section, we will find a rational vector y* = (rI/s,, . . . . rk/sk) E I and 
a function Q, E U such that, for every $ E Tk, all solutions of the periodic 
differential equations 
are periodic, with period equal to the period T of the functions 
t --) Q,($+l;,f). In terms of the operators H,, this condition says that 
E= 0 is a point of coincidence for H, = -d2/dt2 + Q,($ + y*t), for all 
$ETk. 
To begin, choose a rationally independent vector 7 E I, and fix Q E U. 
Choose r~ > 0 so that the C”-ball of radius 3r~ centered at Q is entirely 
contained in Cf. 
By Proposition 3.1, the rotation number a(/$ y, Q) = G(E) is independent 
of $ E T”. Moreover, by Propositions 2.3 and 3.2, 6 is strictly increasing for 
-II< E 6 ‘I. From Proposition 3.1, we also obtain the following statement: 
if Y,~ -7, then 4E, +, ;‘,,, Q) + i(E), and the convergence is uniform in 
E~H-wIxT~. 
Next let 7, be a sequence of vectors with rational components uch that 
)1,1 + ‘/. We can and will suppose that, for each n, the components riis, 
(1 <i<k) of jl12 have the property that 
GCD(s,, s,) = 1 (i# j). 
Consequently the period T of the functions t -+ Q($ + y,r) equals the 
product s, s ? . sk. As n -+ a, the period T = T,, tends to infinity as well. 
Let 0 < p d r/ be a real number to be specified later. By the preceding two 
paragraphs, we can choose an integer N, such that, if n > N,, then there 
is an integer nz > 1 and a function E = E($ ) such that: 
NE($), ti,-~,,, Q,=T (7) 
IEIOGP. (8) 
Here 1. I0 is the sup-norm. Note that m and T depend on n, but can and 
will be chosen so as to be independent of tj when n is fixed. We can arrange 
that E be a continuous function of $ by choosing E($) to be the smallest 
50s 91 l-7 
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number for which (7) holds. Note that E depends on n, and also on the 
choice of nz. 
We claim that, as n -+ a, the Holder norm 1 El6 of E tends to zero as 
well. To see this, assume (with no loss of generality) that Q is a C’ function 
on Tk, and let IQl, = x.f;=, laQ/all/,10 be its norm. Fix n 3 N, and a corre- 
sponding integer nz so that (7) and (8) hold. Choose a number 
b E (24m - 1 )/T, 27cm/T), and consider the equation 
44 II/)=b, (9) 
where we have suppressed the arguments I’,! and Q of CI. Observe that any 
E for which (9) holds is in the interior of a stability interval for 
H$ = -d’/dt2 + Q($ + ll,,t). By (5), (&/c?E)(E, tj) > 0, and since b > 0 we 
conclude that there is a unique Eh = Eb($) for which (9) holds. Since Q is 
C’, c( is also C’, and we can use the implicit function theorem to conclude 
that 
whence by (5 ) 
By positivity of K,(s) we get 
and hence 
This estimate is independent of b E (274~ - 1)/T, 27cm/T), and since if 
b 7 2nm/T there also holds Eb( II/) f E( t,h), we have 
Lip(E) d I QI , . (10) 
Here the Lipschitz constant is computed using the Euclidean distance 
on T”. 
Now, (10) holds independently of IZ, so long as the corresponding m is 
chosen so that (7) holds. Moreover, there is a universal constant C for 
which 
IEld d CIElo b(E). 
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So, choosing p < (C .I Ql , ) - ‘, and then choosing n large enough so that (8 ) 
holds, we obtain in particular 
Let us summarize what we have achieved so far. We have found an 
integer N, such that, if ?I 2 N,, then there is a function E = E,, E C”( Tk) 
with IElcj < q such that 
dE($), II/. T,,, Q) = 27dT ($ E T”). 
We have suppressed the dependence of E and of T on II. If we define 
Q,($)= -E($)+Q(G) (Ic/ E T”), (11) 
then this formula can be written 
cr(E=O,$,y,,Q,)=27tm/T (ICI E Tk). (12) 
In what follows, we use the letter Q to refer to the function Q, defined 
in ( 11). 
Let us consider the significance of condition (12). Let M,(t) be the 
fundamental matrix solution of (3), satisfying 44, (0) = I (and with 1 
replaced by lln for some n 3 N,). There are exactly three possibilities consis- 
tent with (12). 
First, it is possible that M,(T) =I, i.e., all solutions of (3), are periodic 
with period T. This implies that E = 0 is in the interior of a spectral band 
for the operator H,. We will refer to this first possibility by saying that 
“E = 0 defines a closed gap for H, .” We also call it the “elliptic case.” 
Second, it is possible that M,(T) admits exactly one (up to constant 
multiple) eigenvector v E R2 with eigenvalue 1: thus M,(T) v = v. This 
implies that E = 0 is an endpoint of a resolvent interval for the operator 
H,. We call this the “parabolic case.” 
Third, it is possible that there are a positive real number /? and linearly 
independent vectors v+ E [w’ such that 
This condition implies that E = 0 is in the interior of a resolvent interval for 
H,. We call this the “hyperbolic case.” 
These are the only possibilities constant with condition (12). (The eigen- 
values of M,(T) are positive because the rotation number is an even multi- 
ple of x/T.) Of course, it is perfectly possible that, as $ varies over Tk, all 
three of these possibilities occur. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4: SECOND STEP 
We begin with a function Q E C”( Tk) for which condition (12) holds. It 
is assumed that an integer n >, N, and a corresponding integer m have been 
chosen. 
The object of this section is to produce a function Ql E C6( Tk) such that 
IQ - Qllb < q for which Possibility 1 above holds for all $ E T”. That is, 
E= 0 defines a closed gap for each operator H, = -d2/dr2 + Q,($ + y,t) 
(I,+ E T”). We will see that this is possible if n is sufficiently large. 
For each equation 
0 ( q ‘= 
0 
cp’ -E+Q($+y,,t) 0 
(I)* 
let 8, (t) be the solution of the corresponding angular equation 
8’=(-E+Q($+~,lt))cos’8-sin20 
with initial condition 0(O) = 42 (cf. Sect. 3). The following condition is 
easily verified: 
)Q(T)-8,(O)-27cmJ <n (I,+ E T”). (13) 
We can find an analytic function QE C’( Tk) for which condition (13) 
holds for each I,!I E Tk, and such that ) Q - Q16 is as small as we please. In 
what follows, we assume that Q is real-analytic and that condition (13) 
holds. Condition (12) may no longer be true, but this is of no importance 
now. 
Next consider the functional F introduced in Section 3: for each E E R, 
1,9 E Tk write 
0-5 4v=e,m-e,(o). 
It is clear that 
where K(s) is given by the formula in Section 3 with q(s) replaced by 
-E + Q($ + yns). It is also clear that, for each $ E Tk, the equation 
F(E, t,b) = 2nm 
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has a unique solution E($). By the implicit function theorem, E($) is 
analytic, and by the argument used in Section 4, 
Lip(E)< IQI,. 
Now recall that, as n + K~, the period T= T,, of Eqs. (l), tends to 
infinity as well. Using (13) one can show that JEl, must tend to zero as 
IZ -+ cc; here as above the dependence of E on n has been suppressed. 
Hence by the argument of Section 4, one can find Nz B N, such that, if 
n > Nz and if a corresponding integer m > 1 is chosen as in Section 4, then 
Consider now the potential (for n 3 N2 and corresponding m) 
Ql(ti) = -Et+) + Q($). 
Then Q, is analytic, and its distance in C6( Tk) from the potential Q with 
which we began in Section 4 is no bigger than 29. Moreover, for each 
II/ E Tk, the solution 8,(r) of the angular equation 
with Oti (0) = 7t/2 satisfies 
elL (T) = 742 + 27~. (14) 
We claim that, for each $ E Tk, E = 0 is a closed gap for 
H, = -d’/dt2 + Q,($ + y,,t). This follows from the fact that e = (y) is an 
eigenvector of the period matrix M,(T) corresponding to Q,(+ + ynf) for 
etlery $ E Tk. Indeed, by (14), the rotation number a(E= 0, +, I’,*, Q,) 
equals 27rm for all $ E Tk. Hence we have only to check that the parabolic 
and hyperbolic cases are incompatible with the condition M,(T) e = ce for 
c > 0. But this is clear in the parabolic case since e;(O) # 0: for small 
positive t, M,, + j.nr,( T) would have two linearly independent eigenvectors. 
A similar argument rules out the hyperbolic case. 
To summarize the discussion of Sections 4 and 5, if q 2 N,, then there 
is a 2q-perturbation Q, of the original potential Q such that: (i) QL 
is real-analytic; (ii) E= 0 is a closed gap for every operator 
H,= -d2/dt2+Q,(lc/+y,t). 
6. OPENING A CLOSED GAP 
In this section we study a real-analytic potential Q: Tk + R and a 
rational frequency vector y = (I!,, . . . . Ilk) such that, for each $ E T”, the 
operator H, = -d*/dt* + Q(t,b + yt) has a closed gap at E = 0. We will 
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assume that yz = ri/s, (1 < i<k), where the greatest common divisor 
GCD(s,, s,) = 1 whenever i # j. Hence each function t + Q($ + yt) has 
period T=s,s,...s,. 
Fix + E T”. We apply the results of Moser [ 171 concerning the discrimi- 
nant d of H, when H, admits a closed gap. As usual, d = d( E; $) 
is defined to be the trace of 44, (T), where Afti is the fundamental 
matrix solution of (l)+ satisfying M,(O) = I. Write Q,(t) = Q(tj + yt), 
d = d(E, QIL). Since E = 0 defines a closed gap, it is natural to consider the 
bilinear form B,: C[O, T] x C[O, T] + R defined by 
&J(Q)= &-$E=O, Q,++). (15) 
Here the sign + resp. - is determined by whether the rotation number is 
an even resp. odd multiple of n/T. Moser shows that [17] 
&J(4) = - (@L, 4j2 + (@2, a’+ (@3, 4j2, (16) 
where 
@l(t) =$(d(t) +cp;w, 
@2(f) = tkm - cpf(N 
@3(t) = v,(t) cp2(t) 
and cpr(t), cp2(t) form the standard basis of solutions of the equation 
H,cp = 0. The inner product ( , ) is that in L2[0, T]: 
Moser goes on to show that there is a matrix (z f;) E X42, R) such that, 
if@r=acp,+bqo,, @2=ccp,+dq2r and if 
then (Sill<i<3} is an orthogonal (but generally not orthonormal) 
subset of C[O, T], and 
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This makes it clear that the quadratic form B, is of type (1,2). The 
moments of inertia of B, are 
*T 





Let W~=Span{~,,~,,~,)=Span(~,,~,,,~~}cC[O, r]. Define a 
symmetric linear transformation Ati: W, + W,,, by polarizing the formula 
<A,& 4) = BJ4). 
The eigenvalues of A, are K, A,, AZ, and an orthogonal basis of eigen- 
vectors is given by &,, $‘2, s3. 
For each $ E Tk, let V, = Span($,, 8’3) be the eigenspace of A, corre- 
sponding to its positive eigenvalues A,, %2. We claim that the fibers 
{VJ+Tk} d f e me a trivial 2-dimensional real vector bundle V over Tk. 
This requires some argument because it is not immediately clear (and 
is probably false in general) that sZ and s3 can be defined continuously 
over T”. 
To prove that V is trivial, note first that II/ +@,($), @J$), Q3(II/), 
8,($) define continuous maps from Tk to the bundle W over Tk whose 
fiber at $ is W,. (The map rj -+ 8,(G): T” + W is continuous because the 
eigenvalue K = K($) of A, is simple and because s,($)(t) >O for all 
t E [0, T].) Next note that the inner product on C[O, T] induces a con- 
tinuous family of inner products on the fibers W,, so we can apply the 
Gram-Schmidt process in each fiber to the basis {@,($), @J+), Q3($)}: 
we thereby obtain a continuously varying family { q,(tj), ~Jtj), q3($)} of 
orthonormal bases in the fibers W,. Note that vi($) differs from @,(11/) by 
a positive constant multiple, so q,($)(t) > 0 (0 < t < T). 
Now let &=Span{q,(lC/), $,(tj)> c W,, and let R,: W,+ Wti be the 
rotation whose axis is the line perpendicular to L, and which sends q,(t,$) 
to 6,(G). We choose the direction of rotation in L, to be that of the 
smaller angle between r],($) to $,($) (this angle lies in [0, 7r/2]). If q,(G) 
and @,(11/j are collinear, set R, = identity. Then 
HAti) = Rti~ldti), H,(I1/) = R,v,(rlr) 
lie in V,, are continuous in $, and form an orthonormai basis for each 
I/I E Tk. Hence V is trivial. 
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In fact the above considerations prove that V is analytically trivial. For, 
vi($) (1 Gi6 3) and *,(I,+) are real analytic, and it follows that R, as 
defined above is also real analytic. 
Define 
J,: R2+ v$/: (x,, x2) + -Yl f-f,($) + -y2ff,($), 
a(~)=j+4(l))‘~j~ (ti E Tk). 
Then + + a(@) is a real-analytic family of s~rrrmerric linear transformations 
from R2 to itself where R2 is given its standard inner product. It has eigen- 
values b(ti), A2(IcI) (ti E Tk). 
With these preparations out of the way, we turn to the problem of 
“opening” the closed gap at E = 0. The obvious way to do this is to 
consider a non-vanishing section cr: T” + I’. It follows from (15) and (16) 
that, if E > 0 is small, then (writing @$ = a($) E C[O, T]) 
I~(E=O;Q,+E~~)J>I~(E=O;Q~L)I=~; 
hence indeed E= 0 lies in a gap of the perturbed operator 
-d2/dr2+Q,(t)+&~~(t). 
The difficulty here is that the section cr must define a function 0 on Tk, 
and hence must satisfy an invariance condition which can be formulated as 
follows. Define 
T,: Tk + Tk: T,tti,=$+v (tE R), 
5^,: C[O, T] + C[O, T]: (Z,(q))(u) = q(t + u) (t, UE R). 
Let 0 be a section of V, and define 
&w, = a(ti)(O) (II/ E T”); (17) 
that is, the periodic function a($) is evaluated at t = 0. Then 0 is a well- 
defined continuous resp. analytic function on T” if and only if a is 
continuous resp. analytic and 
a(r,($)) = fl(a(lCI)) (~E[W;$ET~). (18) 
To construct an invariant section of P’, we study the monodromy of the 
family of operators {ati: tj E Tk} along analytic closed curves in Tk. We 
assume for the rest of Section 6 that there is a point tiO E T” such that 
%,(I++,) # A2(rc10). In Section 7, we will remove this assumption. 
Assume, then, that l,($O)#~z($Lo) are the eigenvalues of a*,,. Let 
c: [0, l] + Tk be an analytic closed curve satisfying 11/0 = c(O) = c( 1). We 
define a monodromy transformation nz(r): R2 + lR2 as follows. There are 
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real-analytic families q,(s), vz(s) of eigenvectors of a(c(s)) (O<s< 1; this 
follows from results of Kato [13]). Let m(c): R’ + R2 be the linear trans- 
formation which maps (qr(O), v*(O)) to (q,(l), q2( 1)). 
We claim that the monodromy nz(c) is the identity map for each analytic 
closed curve c. In fact this follows from the periodicity in s of s -+ a($(.~)). 
We have namely: 
6.1. LEMMA. Let S be a strip -E < Im s < E in the complex s-plane, and 
let a: S + L(C’) be a holomorphic map such that: (i) a(s + 1) = a(s); (ii) a(s) 
is sJ,mmetric and real ifs is real; (iii) the eigenvalues A,(s), AZ(s) of a(s) are 
not identically equal in s. Let m: @‘+ C’ be defined by (q,(O), q2(0)) + 
(111(l)? rlz(l)) 1 w zere vi(s) is a holomorphic family of eigenoectors qf a(s) 
(i = 1, 2). Then m is the identity map. 
Proqf: We can assume without loss of generality that Trace a(s) = 0 for 
all s E S. 
First observe that the map m coincides with the period map U(s= 1) 
defined by the differential equation 
(19) 
Here P,(s): C’ -+ C’ are the spectral projections defined by the eigenspaces 
of a(s) (i = 1, 2). The assertion m = U( 1) follows from the discussion in 
Kato [13]: s + U(s) is holomorphic, and (v,(s), qz(s)) = (U(s) qr(O), 
U(s) ~~(0)) is a basis of eigenvectors for each SE S; hence q,(s) = g,(s) for 
all s E S, and in particular m = U( 1). 
Note that m: R’ + R* is orientation preserving since det U( 1) = + 1. We 
conclude that ni4 = idy in L(C’). 
Next consider the monodromy fi defined by the periodic family s + a(4s) 
( -c/4 < Im s < c/4). This is also a holomorphic family satisfying conditions 
(i), (ii), (iii). Moreover fi = idy because ti = ni4. 
Define a,(s) = ta(4s) + (1 - t)a(s) for 0 Q t < 1 and -a/4 < Im s < a/4. 
Note that the eigenvalues of a,(s) are not identically equal in s for 
any t E [0, 11. (Proof: Suppose the eigenvectors of a,(s) are identically 
equal; then they are identically zero since Trace(a,(s)) =O. Hence 
ra(4s) + (1 - t)a(s) = 0, and looking at components one finds easily that 
a(s)=O, contradicting the assumption that A,(s) and A,(s) are not identi- 
cally equal.) 
Now note that a,(O) = u(0) is independent of t. Making a translation in 
s if necessary, we can assume that i,(O) # A?(O). Pick an orthonormal basis 
q’(O), v’(O) of eigenvectors for a(O), and let q:(s) (O< t Q 1, 0~s~ 1, 
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i= 1, 2) be corresponding analytic families of eigenvectors for a,(s). For 
each t, {(q:(s), r!:(s)) IO 6 s Q 1) may be characterized as the unique con- 
tinuous family of orthonormal bases of eigenvectors of {a,(s) ( 0 < s < 1) 
satisfying q;(O j = vi(O), i = 1, 2. Fix to E [0, 11, and let 0 < E < $. An elemen- 
tary argument shows that there exists 6 >O such that, if It- loI < 6, 
then a,(s) has a unique eigenvector qf(.r) with norm 1 such that 
1$(s)-llf,(s)l <E (0~~6 1). We must have ~~(s)=~f(s) for 06s~ 1, and 
this shows that q:(s) is jointly continuous in (t, s). This implies that the 
monodromy m, of s + a,(s) is independent of t, and completes the proof of 
Lemma 6.1. 
We can now define a section cr of V which satisfies the invariance 
condition (18). Introduce linear coordinates on T”= R”/H” so that 
tiO= (0, 0, . . . . 0). Let e, be the ith unit vector in Rk, and define 
Y= {Z:k= 2UieilO d ujd l/s,) c Tk. Then Y is transversal to the flow on 
Tk in the following sense: if $ E Int Y, then the orbit (r,(ll/)lO< t < Tj 
intersects Y exactly once (namely at $); on the other hand every orbit 
in T” intersects Y at least once. Here Int Y is the relative interior of the 
rectangle I: 
First define CJ on Y in the following way. Pick an eigenvector of A($,), 
say s2(ti0). For each $ E Y, let c(s) =sII/ + (1 --s) e0 be the straight line 
from Go to (I/. We can choose a holomorphic family of eigenvectors q(s) 
with ~(0) = sZ(tiO). Define G(G) = rl( 1). Using the argument of the proof of 
Lemma 6.1, one can prove that 0 is continuous. 
Next extend G to T” as follows. If $ E Tk, and if $ = r,,(3) for some 
$E Y and Obu6 T, define 
4lC/) = 5^,,(4$)); 
here z^ is the translation in C[O, T]: f,,(q)(t) =q(t + u). The invariance 
condition (18) will be automatically satisfied if we can show that 0 is well 
defined. 
To show that 0 is well defined, consider points $, , 11/* E Y for which there 
exists PE [0, T] with r,,($,) = $*. Suppose that A,($,) # i2($,) (and hence 
A,(I,+~) #A2($2) since these eigenvalues are clearly translation invariant). 
Observe that f,: W,, --f Wr,,$,) is a r-analytic family of inner-product 
preserving transformations which sends eigenvectors of A( $,) to eigenvec- 
tors of A(r,(ll/,)). It follows immediately that, if u(t) is the orthogonal 
transformation in [w’ obtained by following eigenvectors of a(r,(ll/,)) 
(equivalently, by solving Eq. (19) for 0~ t < p), then r^, and u(t) are 
equivalent: on V,,, 
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Next let 11/,, lclZ be as above, and let c be the curve consisting of (i) the 
straight line from $0 to $,; (ii) the portion of the orbit through $, which 
joins I,+, to ti2; (iii) the straight line joining tiZ to Ic/O. We can define a 
monodromy m(c) along c by following analytic families of eigenvectors of 
the transformations a( $). 
We claim that m(c) = itiy. To see this, let c be parametrized so 
that $O=c(0)=c(l) and $,=c(s,), $:=c(s7) with O<s,<s,<l. We 
can continuously approximate c by analytic closed curves c,, with 
+0= c,JO) = c,( 1). Then nz(c,,) = idj, by Lemma 6.1. As in the proof of 
Lemma 6.1, one shows that the families of eigenvectors rlf,(.s), q:(s) of a($) 
defined along c,, converge to the families r!‘(s), q’(s) defined along c. This 
implies that m(c) = id], as desired. 
Again let $, , $? E Y with r,(ll/, ) = $* for some p E [0, r]. Suppose that 
E.,( $, ) = &( $ 1). Let c be defined as above; then m(c) is still the identity if 
we translate eigenvectors along the segment s, 6s 6 s2 by the corre- 
sponding transformations fI. This follows from (20) and a continuity 
argument. 
Summing up, we see that if $, ~ $Z E Y lie on the same orbit, and if c is 
defined as above, then m(c) = id?,. It follows immediately that 0 is well 
defined; it is clearly a continuous section of V which does not vanish. 
Now define Q: T” + R: Q(lc/) = o($)(O) (see (17)). Then Q is continuous 
and d(E= 0; Q, + a$) is greater than 2 for all II/ if E is sufficiently small. 
By perturbation of Q we can assume that Q is analytic with d(E=O; 
Qti + EQ~,) > 2. Thus we obtain an analytic perturbation of Q in C”( T”) 
as small as we please, for which E = 0 is in the resolvent of 
H,= -d’/dt”+(Q,,+&&) for all $6 T”. 
7. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. 
We will prove the following proposition; in view of the results of 
Section 4-6, Theorem 2.4 is an immediate corollary. 
7.1. PROPOSITION. Let Q: T’ + R’ be a real-analjqtic function such that 
E = 0 is a closed gap for each H, = - d’ldt” + Q($ + yt). Then given E > 0, 
there is an analytic Q,: T”+R such that: (i) lQ,-Qld<~; (ii) E=O is a 
closedgapfor each H,= -d’/dt’+Q,(ll/+yt); (iii) I~{B,III/ET~} are the 
bilinear form corresponding to Q,, then A,($O)#J.z($O) .for at least one 
tjO~ Tk (see Section 6 for the notation). 
We will see that, in condition (i), 6 can be replaced by any number r > 0. 
By standard results, namely the Whitney extension theorem [S] and the 
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density of the set of real-analytic elements of Cr( rk) for any r B 0, we can 
reduce Proposition 7.1 to the following result. 
7.2. LEMMA. Let r 3 0, E > 0. Suppose q E C[O, T] has the property that 
H = -d2/dt2 + q(t) has a closed gap at E =O. Then there exists 
qlEC’[O, T] such that: (i) lq-q,/r<E; (ii) H= -d2/dt2+q,(t) has a 
closed gap at E=O; (iii) ll(q,)#Ap(q,) Inhere the eigenvalues A,, A2 are 
defined as in Section 6. 
Proof of Lemma 7.2. By scaling the t-variable, we can assume that 
T= 271. 
Since -d2/dt2 + q(t) has a closed gap at E = 0, the rotation number cc(q) 
equals an integer k > 0. We assume that k > 1, since if k = 0 then E= 0 
cannot define a closed gap. 
Suppose that we can find some potential q* E Cr[O, 27~1 such that 
ir(q,)= k and such that A1(q*)#il,(q,). Then the assertion of Lemma 7.2 
is true. For, let qs = sq + (1 -3) q.+ (0 Q s 6 1 ), so that s --) qF is an analytic 
arc in c’[O, 27~1 which joins q* and q. By the construction of Section 5, we 
can assume that E = 0 is a closed gap for each s E [0, 1 ] (the construction 
preserves the smoothness in t and the analyticity in s). Consider the 
analytic functions l,(qc), &(q>). Since A,(q,)#E.,(q,), the points {s} of 
equality form an isolated subset of [0, 11. Choose q, = qs, where s, is 
sufftciently close to 1 and I,(q,,) # i,(q,,); we see that q, = qS, satisfies all 
conditions of the lemma. 
Next note that the potential q(t)= -k2 has rotation number a(4)= k 
when 4 is viewed as a 2rr-periodic function. Thus if we can show that each 
neighborhood of q in c’[O, 27~1 contains a real-analytic potential q* for 
which Al(q,)#E.,(q,). the the argument of the preceding paragraph will 
finish the proof of the lemma. So we show that in fact such a q* exists. It 
is convenient to renormalize: we seek q* in the form 
q,(t)=k*C-- +W)l, 
where 4 is 2x/k-periodic in t. Setting u = kt, we arrive at the following 
7.3. PROBLEM. In each neighborhood of q(u) = - 1 in C[O, 2n3, find an 
analytic potential 4 for which jlr( - 1 + 4) # A,( - 1 + 4). 
We solve this problem as follows. Note that q:(t) = cos t, cp$ t) = sin t 
form a basis of solutions of ( -d2/dt’ - 1 )cp = 0. Furthermore 
4q t) = l/2 
@i(t) = l/2 cos 2t 
@z(t) = l/2 sin 2t 
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form a basis for the null space of the bilinear form B(d) = 
d*/d~‘]~=~d(E=O, -1+&G); see Section6. 
If qE C’[O, 2711 and if (p,, ‘pZ form the standard basis of solutions 
of (-d’/dt2+q(r))(p=0, define @,=(q:+(pi)/2, Q1=(qf-(pt)/2, 
QJ = ‘p, (p2. These functions are not in general 2x-periodic. Consider the 
following mappings fi: c’[O, 2x] + R (1 < i < 4) where the inner product 
( , ) is that on L’[O, 2x1: 
f,(q) = v1Pn) - 1 
f2(4j = cpr(27d 
fhd = (Q2, Q2> 
.fJq) = (@3, @3 >. 
Set q(t) = - 1; one finds immediately that f,( - 1) =f,( - 1) = 0, while 
fj( - 1) =f4( - 1) = n/4. This shows that A,( - 1) = J2( - 1) =x/4. We will 
“break” the equality 1, = A2 by analyzing the derivatives D _ ,fi: 
C’[O, 27~1 -+ R. We will find 4~ c’[O, 2n] such that D-,.fj(g) =0 for 
1 < i< 3 but for which D _ ,.fJi) # 0. Assuming for the moment that 4 has 
been found, we indicate how Problem 7.3 can be solved. 
First, since f,( - 1 + ~4) and f?( - 1 + ~4) are of order O(E’) for small E, 
we can use the argument of Section 5 to find a function G = G,(t) with the 
following properties: (i) G,(r) is C’ in t and analytic in E; (ii) G,(t) is O(E’) 
for small E; (iii) q, = - 1 + Gi + ci has a closed gap at E = 0 for small E. 
Second, observe that f, ( qg) - f, ( - 1) = U( s2 ) for 1 d i Q 3, while f4(qE) - 
fj( - 1) is O(E) but not 0(&l). Let B,(q) = - (Q,(E), q)‘+ (Q2(&), q)? + 
(Q3(&), q)2 be the bilinear form corresponding to qE, let A, be the sym- 
metric operator defined by (A,q, q) = B,(q), and assume for contradiction 
that 1I(~)=E.Z(s) on some open e-interval containing s=O. By [13], we 
can choose analytic families cr, (E), (TJE), CJ)(E) of orthonormal eigenvectors 
of A, such that 
cJ,(O) = @,(W~:‘<@,(O), @l(O)> = I/,/% 
a,(O)= @*(O)/J(@*(O), Q*(O)) = 2 cos 2r/Jr, 
do)= @7(0)lJ(@3(O), @,(O)) = 2 sin NJ%. 
Finally, a brief computation shows that 
&W) =w+ ,(O), @,+ I(O)) (i= I, 2), 
where the dot means d/dE. But (@‘2(O), Q*(O)) = 0 while 
(d,,(O), Q,(O)) ~0, and this contradicts the assumption A,(E)=&(E). 
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Thus Problem 7.3 can be reduced to finding GE c’(0, 27~1 such that 
D~,~f,(~)=O (16i63) but Dmm,f4(g)#0. To find 4, we compute the 
gradients grad f, at q = - 1 of the functionals L.fi; here grad .f, is defined by 
One obtains 
D-d(4)= (4 grad.f,). 
grad f,(s) = - sin 2.~12 
grad fi(s) = ( - 1 + cos 2s)/2 
grad f3(s) = - 3/32 - l/32 cos 2s + 742 sin 2s + 3132 cos 4s 
+ l/32 cos 6s - l/4 sin 2s (O,<s<27) 
grad f4(s) = 3116 - 7,l32 cos 2s + 7t/2 sin 2s 
+ l/l6 cos 4s - l/32 cos 6s - 1/4(s sin 2s). 
We can choose, for example, d(s) = ($ - 1) cos 4s + (9 - 8 &) cos 6s; 
using the Fourier expansion of s sin 2s, one finds that (4, gradf,) = 0 
(l<<i3)), but (@,gradf,)=(,/~-1)(3-4,,&)&/48+(9-8V/;;) 
(1 + A) JG/32 #O. Thus Problem 7.3 is solved, and the proof of 
Theorem 2.4 is thereby complete. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
There is a simple geometric picture which illustrates and illuminates the 
above proof. Return to the end of Step 1 (Sect. 4) where we determined Q 
in such a way that E = 0 lies in the spectrum of H, ($ E T”). Consider the 
period matrix P, = M, (T) of the T-periodic differential equation 
0 1 cp 
Q(ti +/1,zt) 0 >( > cp’ 
(I++ E T”). 
Then P, E X(2, [w), the set of real 2 x 2 matrices of determinant 1. 
We can express the Lie algebra s/(2, [w) of X(2, R) in the following 
form: 
s/(2, W) = 
i( 
bat “_‘ac> la, b, cd}. 
There is a branch of the logarithm log which maps a domain D c X(2, [w) 
into s/(2, R) for which (i) P, ED for all II/ E T”; (ii) R, = log P, lies on the 
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cone C={(a,b,c)Es/(2,R)I c’ = u2 + h’>. That is, either R, = 0, or R, is 
not zero but has zero as its only eigenvalue. 
Now suppose k = 3, so that the transversal Y has dimension k - 1 = 2 
(see Sect. 6). Let S= {R, I$ E Y} c 42, R). Think of S as a 2-dimensional 
surface (highly degenerate in general). What we did in Step 2 (Sect. 5) was 
to deform S entirely to the origin (0, 0,O) in s/(2, R), while in the remain- 
der of the proof we pushed S into the exterior {u’+ b’> c’} of C. Now 
suppose that S contains (0, 0,O) in its “interior”; then it is clear that (for 
fixed period T) the surface S cannot be pushed into the exterior of C by 
means of an arbitrarily small perturbation of Q. Thus one has a topological 
obstruction to the existence of Cantor spectrum, which seems responsible 
for the restriction 0 d 6 < 1 in Theorem 2.1. 
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